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The effects of convex surface curvature on boundary layer 
separation in supersonic flow have been investigated experimefltally and 
theoreti~lly. %he radius of curvature used in the experiments was shout 
3 tidies the distance from the leading edge of zhe surface cn which the 
boundary layer was formed to the separation point. In accordance with 
Theory, the surface ourvature greatly reduced the separation pressure 
coefficient for lsminar layers, but for turbulent layers (for which 
no theory of the effects of curvature has yet been developed) there was 
little effect. 

1. Intro&&ion and Description of Apparatus 

A considerable ammt of information is available' concerning 
boundary layer separation from flat surfaces in supersonic f'lcw under 
conditions in which separation takes place well upstream of the shock 
vrave or other agency provoking it, so that the process is governed by 
the equilibrium between the rate of growth of the boundary layer and the 
local pressure distribution. !Fhe present investigaticii is concerned. 
with separation under similar conditions from curved convex surfaces 
whose generators are at ri&t angles to the flow. !Phis is of interest 
in oonnecticm with the flow past aerofcils. 

Surface curvature affects separation in two different ways. 
On 'she one hand, the pressure gradients associated with the curvature 
well upstream of the separation region affect the upstresm boundary 
layer velocity profiles and henoe indirectly aTfeet separation. On 
the other hand, there is also a direct effect of curvature arising from 
the curving away of the wall from underneath the separating boundary 
layer. In the present saper we are largely conoerned with oases where the 
wall is flat upstream of the region of pressure inorease which immediately 
precedes separation. FA these ciroumstances only the second, db-ect, 
effect of curvature is operative. 

It would be expected. that surface curvature would. have little 
direct effect on separation if, over the length of the compression region 
upstream of the separstion pcirt, the change of slope of the wall were small 
compared with the external-flow defleotion caused. by the thickening of the 
boundary layer. The latter deflection is roughly 2' for laminar layers 
at Reynclds numbers in the range IO’ to IO' , and IO' for turbulent ones at 
all Reynolds numbers Is*. The length of the compression region up to 
separation is of the order of ten boundary layer thicknesses for laminar 
layers and one for turbulent layers. Hence with turbulent layers the 
flat-plate separation data should be approx-tely applicable for 

curvatures/ 
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curvatures much sharper in terms of boundary layer t&zkness than with 
1-r layers, and the present experiment confirms these expectations. 

The experimental amangement was as follcws: %o plates, one 
with a curved portion and The other, for comparison, flat, ss shown in 
Fig.1, were used as the swfaces on which the test boun&ry layers were 
formed. In terms of boundary layer thickness the curvature of the 
curved. plate is of the same order as thst over the rear half of a lC% 
thick bioonvex aerofoil. Thus the plate has a rather sharper effective 
curvature than the thin aerofoils which are used at transonic and 
supersonic speeds. The cuwed and flat plates were supported in the 
2.611 x l.5" blow-down wind tunnel in the same way as the flax plate in 
ihe experiments reported in Ref.2, the tunnel wall boundary layer being 
duct& underneath. The experiment was performed at free stream Maoh 
numbers of 2 and 3. It was not possible to use a lower Maoh number 
because of the blockage of The plates, but. it was considered that rough 
extrapolation of the results to the region of M = 1.4, (the sort of 
Mach nuuioer which typically oocws locally in transonic flwv past 
aerofoils,) should be permissible. Separation was provoked at various 
positions on the upper surfaces of the plazes either b 

$ 
means of a 

shock wave generated by s wedge held iii the mainstream , or by spoilers 
&cached to the surface. Figs. 2 to 4 ars typical schlieren photographs 
of the flow showing these arrangements for causing separation. There were 
pressure tappings along the plazes so that the pressure distributions over 
the surfaces could. be determined. 

The results for laminar and turbulent layers are now discussed 
separately. 

2. Results for LemAnar Layers 

Figs. 5 and 6 show pressure distribucicw for the curved and 
fla% plate respectively with various separation-provoking arrangements at 
a V&h number of 3. The stagnation pressure was fairly low 
(I.67 atmspheres) so that the flow was 1 sminar az separation, and the 
curves show the characteristio "laminar foot 112. The lowest ourves of 
Figs. 5 and 6 represent the ewty tunnel distributlcns. !tbese differ from 
the theoretical inviscid flow distributions, sketched in Fig.1, partly 
beoause of experimental imperfections but prizipally because of the 
presence of the boundaq layer. Thus for the curved plate the corner 
formed at the downstream end of the cumed part ztself causes an upstream 
laminsr separation, so that the minimum pressure oocurs abouz 1.8" 
downstream of hole I, and note at the corner, which is about 2.4" 
downstream of hole 1. Also, the pressures at hole 1 and for a short 
distance downs-weam are increased due to the effect, transmitted through 
the laminar boundary layer, of the relatively high pressures on the 
upsTream inclined portions of the test surfaces. (See Flg.1) 

It is possible to define a foot pressure ratio p 
f 

po, where 
p. is the pressure at the point where the pressure begins o rise or at 
the pressure minz.mum, and pT is the pressure at the "top" of the foot, 
defmed as the pressure maximun posItion or xhe point of inflexion in the 
distribution, as in Fig. 7. is greater than ps/po, 
where ps is the pressure at 

The ratio q/p0 
the separation point, because separation 

occurs somewhere on the relstively steep upstream part of the foot. With 
convex surface ourvazure the dead-air region near the wall dovmtream of 
separation thickens more rapidly than with a flat wall, so that the 
pressure gradient would be expected to fall off more sharply2, and 
pT - Ps should be reduced. However, as show iin the Appendix, theory 
swgeszs that an analogous effect also operates ups-cream of separation. 
Accordingly one might expect both pT/po and ps/po to be reduced by 
ourvature in roughly the same proportion. In other words, if pdpo 
is found experimentally to decrease markedly, iT is reasonable to 

infer/ 
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infer a similar varaation in ps/po. 
Pl?Po, 

Thus the foot pressure ratio 
which csn easily be determined exPerimentally, can be taken as a 

rough measure of the separation Pressure ratio ps/po, whose precise 
exper5mental determinatxn is very difficult. Xn Fxg. 8 the foot 
pressure ratio is plotted against the position of 0, the point where 
the pressure is po. It can be seen that the flat Plate results decrease 
slightly and quite soothly with distance from the leading edge: this is 
an effect of the increasing Reynolds number'> *. The values for the 
curved Plate, by contrast, are much less than those for the flat plate 
when the pressure rzse in the vicinity of separation at the upstream end 
of the laminar foot t&es place entirely on the curved part of the surface. 
Where it takes place entirely on the upstream f&t part the results agree 
with those for the flat plate, ss would be exPected, There IS an 
intermediate region where soms of the sharp pressure rise st the upetresm 
end of the laminar foot is on the curved portion of the surface and some 
is on the flat. 

Sirrdlar results were obtained at a V&h number of 2, ss can be 
seen from Figs. 9 and IO. No results for the fist plate at this Naoh 
number are presented as they were made diffacult to Merpret 3y certain 
experimental imperfect5ons. If these had been absent, hoover, there 
can be no doubt that the results would. have been similar to those 
obta%ned at 11 = 3. (See also R&.2) 

These results agree with the theory presented in the Appenti. 
!&as predicts that the curving away of the surface from underneath the 
boundary layer upsets the eqtilibriumbetwee:x the layer snd the external 
fbv in such a way that, compared with the flat surface case, the pressure 
gradients in the vicinity of separation arz slightly increased and the 
pressure coeffxients at separation, (proportionalto ps/po - I, and 
probably roughly proportional to p$'po - 1,) sre considerably reduced. 
The predicted reduction as about ~Qo at Mach numbers of 2 and. 3 with the 
configuration of the present experiments, and this agrees reasonably with 
the experiments1 results. The minimum separation pressure coeffxient 
should OWLW when the point 0 coincides with the junction J of the 
flat and curved parts of the surface. V&en 0 is downstream of J the 
favoursble pressure gradients betifcen J and 0 should, due to their 
effects on the boundary layer velooity profiles and also to the increase 
of Msch number, lead to some incresse in the rat.10 pT/po, but it is 
difficult to estimate the megnitude of this effect. However the 
experimental results of Figs. 8 and 10 S!IOW that it must be small. 

3. Results for mrbulent Lsyers 

pigs. 11 and 12 sho%T Pressure distributions for the curved. 
and flat plate respeotivelywith various sepsratxon-provoking 
arrangements at a Nach number of 3. !Ihey correspond to Figs. 5 and 6 
which ars for laminsr layers. For the distributions of Figs. II and 12 the 
boundary layer fl.ow wss turbulent because the stagnation pressure was high 
(7.8 atmospheres) and also transition-promoting strips were attached to 
the surface xn the neighbourhood of hole 7. The pressure distributions 
all show a "kink" between an inatial region of shamly rising pressure 
and a region of reduced pressure gradients. '&is k&k always ocours tith 
turbulent layers when there is a considerable extent of separated flov?32, 
and. a kink pressure ~ msy then be defTned as the intersection of the 
mximum and minimum sloPe tangents, as in Fig. 13. The reduced pressure 
gradients doRmstream of separation, giving rise to the kink, are due to the 
thickening of the dead-air region near the wall. With convex surface 
curvature the dead-air region must thicken mrxe rapidly than with a flat 
wall, so that the pressure gradients should diminzsh more sharply downstream 
of seParstion. However, the kink is so olose in Position to the separation 
point that m/ps (whxh is only a little greater than 1) will probably 
not be greatly affected by surface curvature. Hence 

T 
mey be taken 

as a oonvenient measure of P,s! which is more difficul to measure 
expertientally. As in the lamxmr cases, a positon 0 can be defined 
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as the point where the pressure begins to rise or where the pressure is 
a minimum. In Fig. 14, The kink pressure rstio x/pa, where p. is 
the pressure at 0, is plotted against the position of 0. !Ikere is 
considerable experimental scatter but there zre no obvious systemtic 
differences between the results for The flat and curved plates. This 
is true also at a Nach nu!Xber of 2, as can be seen from Figs. 15, q6 snd 
$7. The l&ch number ILL at 0 inoreases as separation is made to OCOW 

further Sownstream on the curve& par+, of the curved surface, and one would 
expect this incresse to result xn an increase in &po, since on a flat 
surface Ppo increases tith 3&h nuI&er, especidly at, the lower Wch 
numbers. c.f. Refs. 1 nrd 2.) Thus the scatter of results in Figs. I4 
and 17 may possibly be concealing a tendency for separation to occur st a 
alightly lower pressure ratio ps/po on the curved surface than it r?ould 
occur on a flat surface tith the s‘ame upstream Mach nuder Mo. However, 
the variation in M is between about 3.1 and 3.6 in Fig.11 and 2 and. 2.25 
in Hg.15, and such'variations in 
varidions of 
Figs.ll+ ana 17. 

m/p0 
MO would., on s flat surface, produce 

no greater thsn the scatter of the results of 
Acoordingly, The suggestion that the curvature may, on 

the average, be reducing e/p0 shodd be treated with caution. 
The noteworthy conclusion to be drawn from Figs. 14 and 17 is 'chat with 
turbulent flaw, in contrsst with Wr flow, surface curvature of the 
amount used in the experiments has at the nxxt only EL small effect on 
the pressure coeffxient at separation. This is understandable since, as 
was pointed out in the Introduction, the flat-plate separadon data would 
be expected to be applicable for much sharper curvatures with turbulent 
than tith Mnar layers. It is, however, quite possible that, tith 
turbulent layers, effects qualxtatively similar to those observed tith 
laminar separations would be produced if the curvature were n&e 
sufficiently sharp. 

49 Conolusions 

The experimental results for 1amins.r layers confirm the 
theoretical prediction of the Appendix that convex surface curvature 
reduces the separation pressure raTio. Compamsonwith the theory shows 
that for Reynolds numbers in zhe range IO' -GO IO' and Mach hers 
in the range 1.5 to 4 appreciable differences from the flat plate results 
should occur if the radius of curvature of the surface is less than 
about 20 tzimes the distance Yro~l the leading e&e of the boundary layer. 
In the present experiments the radius of curvature was only about 3 times 
the distance from the leading edge of the boundary layer, and the effects 
on laminar separation were accordingly large. However this order of 
curvature has been found to have small effects on turbulent layers at 
Mach nuders of 2 snd 3, snd. this is probably true also at lower Each 
nunibers . Hence it is reasonable to infer that with turbulent boundary 
layers on aerof'oils, the fls~, plate 8.ata for separation shod3 be roughly 
applicable both in transonic snd supersonic flow so long as -the radius of 
curvature of the surface under the shock wave exceeds about 3 times the 
distance from the leading e&e TO The shook (and even sharper curvatures 
might well be 

3 
ermissible). In actual experiments on aerofoils in 

Ixansonic flow , zt is found that the kink pressure ratio &p. depends 
to some extent on the aerofoil shape as well as on the local upstream 
Mach number S&. HovJeverthe results cannot be correlated in any sdple 
way tith the local surface curvature, and furthermore, the variations in 
PK./PO for any given s are quite small - no bigger than the 
experimental scatter of the results of the present investigation shown 
in Figs. 14 anill7. 
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APPEIWix 

Theoretical Analysis of the Direct Effect of 
Surfaoe Curvature on Laminar Separation 

It is assumed that, as in Fig.18, the surface is flat up to 
the position 0 where the pressure begins to increase. Hence the 
boundary layer profile at 0 is the same as on a flat plate, and only 
the direct effect of curvature on separation arises. (o.f. Introduction.) 
For simplicity, the curvature is assumed to be constant downstream of 0. 

The analysis proceeds exactly as in Ref.4 as far as equation (II+). 
In place, however, of assuming that the inclination a of the external 
flow at s to its direction at 0 is given by 

where m is a oonstant depending on the curavture. 

Hence 
2a 5.84[1&' - l)Cps+~ 2uZ 

$2 = zz --------------------- m .,m----~ 
(Ii& - I)2 

Also as before 

cps = 
[I2 Iw (y - 1 k$JT YS Po 

and 

From these equations and the assumption that viscosity is proportional to 
absolute temperature it can be shown that 

In 
upstream of 
the flat ana 
0 should be 

the present experiments the surface is not flat all the way 
c. However when 0 coincides with the junction J betieen 
curved portions of the surface the boundary layer profiles at 
close to the flat plate form, and we oan assume the effective 

values R. : 5.6 x IO' at I+* = 3, Ro+0.4~i00 at k = 2, and 
mxo 5 ; . Hence the curvature should reduce C 

%s 
from about 0.016 to 

0.008 at &$Q, = 3, and from about 0.023 to a out 0,Oll at Mm- = 2. 
In both cases there is thus about a 5C$ reduotion in Cps, in quite good 
agreement with the obsemed reduotions in (pT - po)/po. 
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